Book Busy Schedule for American Pros Guests

Bookings for the British Ryder Cup team have been filled with the possible exception of a date between July 12 and 17. The American schedule was arranged by Robert Harlow, manager of the P. G. A. tournament bureau and involved a number of problems in date adjustment. The British team turned down an appearance at Winnipeg where $2,000 and expenses were guaranteed, due to the desire of the players to compete in the Canadian Open where $1,400 prize money is offered. The Britons originally intended jumping from Chicago to Winnipeg and then to the Canadian Open at Toronto, arriving on the opening day of the premier Canadian event. Second guessing, they decided to hit the Open venue in time for some practice.

The exhibition dates were arranged by Harlow for the P. G. A. without any commission expense to the British guests as a sincere expression of the American professionals' hope that the Britons have a profitable as well as pleasant stay in this country, even though they leave the Ryder Cup here.

The booking on this basis has not been without some substantial benefit to the American professionals, as it is certain the appearance of foreign talent will pep up American gallery interest in golf exhibitions. Harlow, ace ring-master of the pro golf performances, figures that, with Jones practically withdrawn as a gallery attraction, the pros have a great chance to stir up again this source of income.

Confirmation of the hunch is seen in the demand for the American appearances of the four coursemen of the pampas: Jurado, Churio, Genta and Freccero. The Argentine pros are getting big space in England. The colorful Jurado always has been a favorite there and plays a slashing, brilliant game that makes him a menace to anyone with championship aspirations. Marcus Churio, socking star of the quartette, is being referred to in English papers as “Cheerio.” Conflicting requests for dates in the United States are being ironed out by Harlow, and other requests for appearances of the Argentinians should be referred to him. Presentation of the Argentinians on an exhibition tour will drum up exhibition interest, make money for the clubs and the pros who appear on the card against them—so the P. G. A. tournament head figures.

Why your course should have LEWIS WASHERS

1. Quick and easy to operate.
2. Thoro cleaning.
3. No sand to mar paint.
4. Low cost.
5. Long life.
6. Neat, attractive appearance, lends distinctio to course.
   a. It’s easier to keep your eye on a clean ball and hit it correctly.
   b. A clean ball is more quickly found when lost.
   c. A clean, slick ball has less wind resistance — drives farther and straighter.
   d. A clean ball rolls true to the putting stroke.

Get in touch with your distributor.

NEW LOWER PRICES
1 to 10 Washers... $5.50 each
11 or more Washers 5.00 "
LEWIS Tee Stakes... 1.50 "
Waste Container... 1.50 "
Tee Data Plate... 1.50 "
Towel .............. .15"

Prices f. o. b. shipping point.

OPERATION
The ball is inserted in an oblique slot in the hard birch paddle. A few easy strokes scrub it clean between two stiff brushes. The oblique slot causes the ball to rotate on each stroke, cleaning every side thoroly. Only pure soap and water are used, no sand. A simple, sure, quick, method of washing golf balls.

Will clean 300 balls per hour.
"Best after six-year test."

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY
Dept. GD631 Watertown, Wis.

LEWIS GOLF BALL WASHER